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THE ULTIMATE ‘CHEAT
SHEET’ FOR RETAINING
PROJECTS

THE ULTIMATE ‘CHEAT SHEET’
FOR GARDEN BED PROJECTS
CHALLENGE: I WANT TO BUILD SOME GARDEN BEDS

SOLUTION: CUSTOM GARDEN BEDS

MY GARDEN BED PROJECT:

- Retain up to 750mm of soil with custom
TerraFirm garden beds

I need to retain: _______mm of soil

- Aluminium posts can be placed between
panels or used to create corners, allowing
you to build to specific dimensions

The number of garden beds I’m
building is: ____________

- Utilising panels with fibre cement outer
skins and internal reinforcement ribs,
modular retaining walls are a far more
attractive option than timber sleepers

My garden bed/s need to be:
____________mm long by
____________mm wide by
____________mm high

After a quote? Enquire today: support.modularwalls.com.au/s/

THE ULTIMATE ‘CHEAT SHEET’
FOR STAND ALONE RETAINING PROJECTS
CHALLENGE: I WANT TO LEVEL GENTLY SLOPING LAND

SOLUTION:
STANDALONE RETAINING WALL

MY STANDALONE REATINING
PROJECT:

- Use standalone retaining walls to cut
the slope into stepped areas of levelled
land, with each area retaining up to
750mm of soil

I need to retain: _______mm of soil

- Perfect for zoning outdoor areas into
separate, functional living zones

The number of retaining walls I need is:
____________
The total length of retaining wall/s
I need is: ____________m long

After a quote? Enquire today: support.modularwalls.com.au/s/

THE ULTIMATE ‘CHEAT SHEET’
FOR INTEGRATED RETAINING PROJECTS
CHALLENGE: I WANT TO RETAIN ALONG MY FENCE LINE

SOLUTION:
INTERGRATED RETAINING

MY INTEGRATED RETAINING
PROJECT:

- Seamlessly retain up to 750mm of
soil by integrating TerraFirm retaining
panels into the bottom of a modular
wall system

I need to retain: _______mm of soil

- Identical panel outer skins result in a
totally ‘invisible’ retaining solution from
the low side
- A more cost-effective solution than
installing a retaining wall, with a
separate fence on top

The wall needs to be:
____________mm high (from the ‘high side’)
The fence with integrated retaining
needs to be: ____________mm long

After a quote? Enquire today: support.modularwalls.com.au/s/

THE ULTIMATE ‘CHEAT SHEET’
FOR STEEP BLOCK RETAINING PROJECTS
CHALLENGE: I WANT TO LANDSCAPE A STEEP BLOCK

SOLUTION: STEEP BLOCK, HEAVY
DUTY RETAINING WALLS

MY STEEP BLOCK, HEAVY
DUTY RETAINING PROJECT:

- Steeper slopes may require tiered
retaining walls, to handle the increased
kPa, or soil pressure

I need to retain: _______mm of soil

- Retain up to 1.8m and hold up to 5kPa
live surcharge loads with our TerraFirmPro
retaining solution
- For incredibly steep land, terraced
gardens can also be a useful way to
address high kPas; however, this may
require additional engineering

The number of retaining walls I need is:
____________
The total length of retaining wall/s
I need is: ____________mm long

After a quote? Enquire today: support.modularwalls.com.au/s/

